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What is the event?

One day (8am-3pm)
- 32nd Street Elementary School
- 150 USC Students
- 500 LAUSD Students

History
- 10th Annual Pumpkin Carving Event
Why do the event?

Leads to Long-term Interest

• It fosters relationships

• It exposes LAUSD Students to USC Students

• It exposes USC students to Urban Education in Los Angeles
What are the expenses?

Funding Requests
• 500 Pumpkins
  – $3.99/pumpkin
  – $1,995 plus tax

Other Expenses
• U-haul Rental
  – $80
• Carving Supplies
  – $50
• Bags and Clean up Supplies
  – $15
Our Community
When is the event?

- Friday October 28\textsuperscript{th}, 2016
- 8am-3pm
- Right on time for Halloween!
Questions?